A new dominance relation is defined in set-valued information system based on similarity grade of attribute value sets the problem of attribute reduction and the judgment in set-valued information system are studied, from which a new approach to attribute reductions is provided in set-valued information system, and the influence of similarity level on attribute reduction are discussed..
I. INTRODUCTION
Rough sets theory is a new mathematical tool to deal with the uncertainty knowledge which proposed by Pawlak(1982) (1991) [1, 2] , is an extension of set theory for the study of intelligent systems characterized by insufficient and incomplete information. It provides a systematic approach for classification of objects through an in discern ability relation [2, 3] . Many examples of applications of the rough sets method to process control, economics, medical diagnosis, biochemistry, environmental science, biology, chemistry psychology, conflict analysis and other fields. Classic rough set model is an assumption based on incomplete information system, all attribute values for each object are known, plays a very important role in On the equivalence relation on the domain, the domain of equivalence relation disjoint equivalence classes of points, constitute the domain of the under and upper approximation operator, the knowledge base of the various equivalence classes combine to describe the uncertainty of knowledge, to further study the corresponding knowledge reduction and knowledge acquisition. But in practical problems, due to the complexity of the objective world, people's access to the lack of data or data measurement error, for various reasons, so that the information system is incomplete, coupled with essentially equivalent between objects or price relationship is difficult to construct, which will limit rough set model application of classic rough set model for the promotion of various forms of expansion equivalence relation compatible relationship of dominance relations [4, 8] .
Attribute reduction is an important research topic of knowledge discovery, rough set theory is one of the core issues. The attribute reduction is specific criteria, deleting irrelevant or unnecessary attributes [9, 10] . However, this property is necessary to entirely rely on information systems knowledge or relationship definition, for a variety of practical problems, you can define different knowledge or relationship, when the property is necessary change. Paper [10] include relationship defines a reflexive advantage to passing relationship by means of a set of attributes values. On this basis, we define a reflexive relationship which has only advantages relationship and set the value of information systems in this relationship attribute reduction judgment, given the attribute reduction of specific methods of operation.
II. THE ADVANTAGES RELATIONSHIP OF SET-VALUED INFORMATION SYSTEM
Definition2.1 [10] . Let ( , , ) U A F be a Set-valued Information System, 1 2 { , , , } n U x x x = be objects Set, 1 2 { , , , } m A a a a = be attributes set for any set-valued function
Definition2.2. Let ( , , )
U A F be a Set-valued Information System, for any , ,
is called the similarity about the attribute l a A ∈ for the object i
x α as follow: Then the following are equivalent:
(1) B is α horizontal coordination Set of Set-valued
and(2)are equivalent. ,which can be get by The conjunctive type in the minimal disjunctive normal to definition to the discernibility function on matrix [10] . a a a  a a a  a a a a  a a a   a a  a a a a  a a  a a a a  a a a a  a a a  a a a  a a  a  a a a a  a a ,then the following are equivalent:
∈ is α horizontal core attributes;
(2)there exist , 
V. CONCLUSIONS
the set -value of information systems can be used to deal with the data incomplete information system, the advantage of a new relationship between the degree of similarity in this paper by means of the value of the attribute set defined on the set-valued information system, given the dominance relations set attribute reduction of the value of information systems with the judgment, seeking a reduction of the valued information systems operation, and at the same time similar level of valued information systems attribute reduction. 
